
Micro Line is a new classic and clean set of Ball Management parts by Range Servant. Available parts in 

the Micro Line series are ML 8 Ball Dispenser, ML Ball picker 2 gang and the ML Ball Washer Twister. 

The Micro Line is a more cost efficient product line compares to the existing Range Servant product 

lines. 

 

ML 8 Ball Dispenser – 8000 balls - ML280000 

 

The Micro Line 8 is based on the flagship product of  

Range Servant – RS Line, which has proven to be the  

most reliable and durable ball dispenser within the 

range industry.  

The ML8 is built on the RS grid and cradle system  

(introduced by Range Servant in 1983), consistently 

delivers and exact amount of counted and undamaged 

balls to the customer. 

 

 3 bucket sizes available. 

 Exact ball count per dispense. 

 Tokens and cash payment. 

 Stainless steel, aluminum and galvanized components. 

 Excluding water 

 

ML280 000  ML-8 w/o  internal wash ~ 8000 balls, 1010x760x1476 mm 

Price    EUR 3.895,-    CZK 99.910,-    excl. VAT 
 

 

  

ML Ball Picker Light 2 gang - ML000087 

 

The ML Ball Picker is based on the RS Ball Picker light. 

 Easy and effective ball picking for smaller  

driving ranges or Golf Courses. 

 Made of Gauge aluminum and galvanized steel 

to ensure that it can stand up to busy ranges and  

tough terrain.- 

 Adaptable to any cart or vehicle. 

 Plastic discs. 

Price   EUR 1.595,-   CZK 41.470,-    excl. VAT 



 

 

ML Ball washer Twister - ML0000TW 

     

 ML Twister is a heavy gauge galvanized steel  

construction for strength and durability.  

 Small rocks and ball fragments fall through the  

spiral, reducing jamming or lock ups. 

 Operator safety is assured by electrical disconnect 

when the tank top is removed.  

 

   Price    EUR  1.495,-        CZK 38.870,-  excl. VAT 
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